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In recent years a number of different methods based in statistical methods and machine learning have been 
dominating the area of computer-assisted appraisal, the most popular ones being the spatial auto-regressive 
(SAR) models, the geographically weighted regression (GWR) and artificial neural networks. In this presentation 
the above techniques are first analyzed. Then they are applied, alongside an ensemble and a stacked model, in 
the area of Thessaloniki (Greece) two times: once after enhancing the database with spatial attributes derived 
from GIS, and once more using only simple, easy to derive spatial attributes that do not need such an extensive 
framework.  The results of each model are presented, compared with each other and discussed in detail. 
Keywords: real estate valuation; appraisal; machine learning; SAR models; geographically weighted regression; 
neural networks; ensemble  
 
1. Introduction  
Following the advancements of technology and computational power, the capabilities of statistical packages and 
GIS software have evolved. This marked the emergence of mass appraisal methodologies, which are increasingly 
being used by institutional mortgage lenders and real estate agents to determine the market value of real estate. 
According to the relevant literature, the most prominent methods that are being used for mass valuation today 
are artificial neural networks (ANN) and the various linear regression models that are based on spatial statistics: 
those known as spatial autoregressive (SAR) models (Anselin, 1988; Dubin, et al., 1991) and the more recent 
geographically weighted regression (GWR) models (Fotheringham, et al., 1998; Huang, et al., 2010). Each 
approach differs from the rest on the level of accuracy, internal complexity, explainability of the results and ease 
of implementation. For example, although ANN are considered to be the most accurate, they are quite complex, 
require a lot of data, and essentially work as “black boxes”. On the contrary, regression methods can explain the 
impact of each variable on the price of the property, in more detail.  
The purpose of this study is to compare the results of the different methods, and those of ensemble models, by 
applying them in the real estate market of Thessaloniki. 
The extraction of the spatial attributes and the application of the different algorithms was performed under the 
environment of the programming language R, after the relevant spatial information was derived from free online 
services. For the application of the SAR model, GWR and neural networks the libraries “spdep”, “GWmodel” and 
“h2o” were used. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 
One of the most commonly used statistical methods to model relationships between variables, is the multiple 
linear regression (MLR). In this technique, the dependent variableY , is expressed as a linear function of a set of 
m  independent variables 1 2, , ..., mX X X . Based on n  observations ( ;iy 1 2, ,..., ; 1,2,...,i i imx x x i n ) of the 
variables 1 2, , ,..., mY X X X , the model takes the form 
1 1 2 2 ...i o i i im m iy x x x e         ,     1, 2,...,i n  (1) 
or 
T
i i iy e x   (2) 
where   is the vector of the deterministic parameters (regression coefficients) 1 2, , ,...,o m    , and 
1 2, ,..., ne e e  are error terms, which are generally assumed to be independent normally distributed random 
variables with zero means and constant variance 2 , 2(0, )ie : . For all iy  values, these equations take the 
form 
 y X e ,   2~ ( , )e 0 I  (3) 
where X  is the variables matrix and   the vector of the regression coefficients.  
According to a more rigorous approach, the system (2) can be written as 
T
i i i iy z e  x   (4) 
or 
 y X z e   ,   2~ (0, )e I  (5) 
where the term Tix   describes the trend in the dependent variables iy , while iz  is a stochastic variable that 
describes a small part remaining in the difference Ti iy  x   (Ord, 1975, Anselin, 2001). 
The problem with the regression model (5) is that it is impossible to separate the stochastic parameters iz  from 
the errors ie . A number of different methods have been proposed to overcome this challenge, the most 
dominant ones being explained below. 
2.1. SAR models 
2.1.1. Spatial Lag Model 
The first method combines the regression model (6) with methods of the moving average, where the parameters 





   (6) 
where   is an autocorrelation coefficient that in some way constitutes a precision scale factor between the 
quantities iz  , and ijw  are the weights of the parameters jy .The extended regression model can then be written 
as  
T
i i ij j
j i
y w y e

  x   (7) 
or in matrix form 
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 y X Wy e   ,   2~ (0, )e I  (8) 
or 
 y X e%   (9) 
where ( ) y I W y% .  
Ord (1975), Mead (1971) και Anselin (2001) have proposed several methods to approach the solution of system 
(8), as the inclusion of the factor   as an unknown parameter complicates the process. 
2.1.2. Spatial Error model 
An alternative to the spatial lag model, is the spatial error model 
T




i i i ij j i
j i
u z e w u e

     (11) 
or in matrix form 
 u y Xβ  
   u e Wu    (   z Wu ) (12) 
where W is the matrix of the weights.  
The system of equations (5) becomes  




   
 
z
y X W W I
e
  ,   or  y X B v   (14) 
where ( , )  B W W I .  
Various methods for the solution of this extended regression model have been proposed by Cochrane and Orcut 
(1941), Ord (1975) and Anselin (2001). 
2.1.3. Weight functions 
The usage of the weights is based upon the idea that nearby points are more likely to be related in a specific 
way, than points that are more distant. The first challenge encountered, when solving the above extended 
models is the choice of a weight function, which describes the way the dependent variables are related in space. 
A category of such functions is of the form ( )ijw d , where the weights are calculated according to the relationship 

















  (16) 
The most commonly used weight functions are of the form ( ) rij ijw d d
  , where the value of r  can be 
determined through an iterative process, as the one that results in the best fit of the regression.  
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Other popular functions are those of the forms ( ) 1 ri iw d d   or 
2( ) exp( )i iw d rd  . In this case the distances 
need to be scaled:  max/ij ijd d d ,  0 1ijd  . 
2.2. Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) 
In addition to the two aforementioned techniques, another popular choice for dealing with stochastic 
parameters is the so-called Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR). In this technique there is no extension 
of the multiple regression model with additional parameters, but for each iy  the parameters 
1 2( , , , ..., )
T
i oi i i mi     are treated separately according to the relationship  
1 1 2 2( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ... ( , )i o i i i i i i i i im m i i iy u v x u v x u v x u v e          (17) 
or 
1 1 2 2 ...i oi i i i i im mi iy x x x e          (18) 
or 
T
i i i iy e x   (19) 
It is assumed that the parameters  1 2( , , , ..., )
T
i o m     are calculated as the values of unknown 
deterministic functions. In matrix notation, the estimated parameters are calculated as 
1ˆ ( )T Ti i i
 X W X X W y  (20) 
where iW  is the spatial weight matrix, whose elements are derived as the values of a selected weight function 
W . As before, various weight functions are presented in the literature. A typical choice for such local 
applications is the exponential Gauss function, according to which the elements ijw  of weight matrices iW  are 
calculated as 
2 2( , ) exp( / 2 )ij i i ijw W u v d b    (21) 
where the distance b  is referred as kernel bandwidth and defines the “circle of influence” which is centered 
on the location i .  It should be noted that the choice of the “distance of influence” b  is an important issue in 
GWR (Moore & Myers, 2010; McCluskey et. al. 2013).  
2.3. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) 
The development of artificial neural networks (ANNs) has been inspired by the human cognitive functioning. At 
its most basic level, an ANN is an algorithm which applies a number of simple functions in the form of a network 
(Spellman, 1999).  
The advantages of ANNs are many, the most important ones being that: They can learn from non-linear and 
complex datasets, efficiently discovering unknown relationships presented in the data, they can handle noisy 
data and they are extremely computationally efficient once the training process has been completed. However, 
there are some major drawbacks: First the way ANNs solve problems can make them appear as “black-boxes” 
to the major public. Secondly, the design process of an optimal ANN is a complex procedure; as there is no 
proposed way as to how to define the architecture and tune the many different hyper-parameters. Other 
drawbacks are the long time and the big data sample required to train an ANN. 
One of the most popular ANN types, and the one that is being used in this study, is the multi-layer perceptron 
(MLP); a class of feedforward ANNs which use backpropagation as the learning method (Rosenblatt, 1961, 
Rumelhart et al. 1985). It consists of one input layer, one output layer and at least one hidden layer. Except for 
the input nodes, each node is a neuron which uses a linear or nonlinear activation function. Learning occurs in 
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the perceptron by changing connection weights after each piece of data is processed, based on the amount of 
error in the output (as calculated by the selected loss function).  
2.4. Ensemble averaging and stacked generalization 
While the aforementioned algorithms are able to produce accurate results, there are ways to further enhance 
them. The two most commonly applied methods are ensemble averaging and stacked generalization (commonly 
referred to as “stacking”). 
Ensemble averaging refers to the method under which, a number of algorithms is trained and then their results 
are combined. This is done under the assumption that the errors of the different models “average out”. The final 
prediction y%is either the average output value or a weighted sum of the output values. In the latter case it is 
calculated as 






y a a y

%  (22) 
where a  is a set of weights, iy  is the prediction of the i-th algorithm.   
The problem of finding the optimal values for the weights can be solved in a number of different ways. For 
example, optimization techniques might be employed, or a neural network might be trained.   
Stacked generalization is another approach to enhancing predictive power. This procedure involves training a 
new algorithm to combine the predictions of other algorithms. First a set of algorithms is trained and their 
predictions are recorded. Then a new algorithm is trained with all the previously available data while additionally 
using the predictions of the previous algorithms as inputs. Typically, stacking yields more accurate results than 
any single one of the previously trained models (Wolpert, 1992). 
3. Methodology 
3.1. Data 
The study took place in the city of Thessaloniki, in Greece. The database consists of records of 752 flats, sold 
between 2001 and 2009. The data were given by a number of real estate agents. Records that were deemed 
inaccurate were excluded. The sale prices were adjusted to a common date using the house price index for the 
city of Thessaloniki, as published by the National Bank of Greece (Table A.1). 
3.2. Attributes 
The database includes both structural and spatial characteristics for each property.  
The structural attributes were derived after an inspection of the property took place. The spatial dataset was 
constructed as follows: First the coordinates of each flat were derived. Then a GIS framework was constructed, 
featuring all points and places of interest. Afterwards the shortest distances between each flat and each point 
or area of interest were calculated. Dummy variables were also created taking the value 1 if the flat was placed 
inside an area of interest (for example inside the area defined as the “city center”, or on a major road), 0 in any 
other case.  
In addition to these attributes one more variable was engineered, as a novel way to pass information about the 
neighborhood effect to the ANN algorithm. First a grid was created, then the number of the cell each property 
belongs in, was recorded.  
The list of variables that were included in the models can be found in Tables A.2 (structural) and A.3 (spatial).  
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Since the overarching aim of this study was to assess and compare the accuracy of the different models, and to 
also create a model that can easily be applied with minimal effort, it was deemed reasonable to apply the 
algorithms twice: Once using the whole dataset (all attributes), and once more using a “restricted” dataset; 
where the spatial characteristics available are the ones that can easily be derived without the need of an 
extensive GIS framework.  The restricted dataset consists of the attributes denoted with “R”. 
3.3. Data preprocessing 
Categorical and nominal data had to be transformed to sets of dummy variables. Additionally, numerical data, 
such as distances, had to be further processed in order for the ANN to converge faster and its predictions to be 
more accurate; initially they had to undergo standardization and then they were transformed to a common scale 
ranging from 0 to 1.  






  (23) 
where   is the mean of the population and   is the standard deviation of the population. Then the normalized 
value z was calculated as: 
min( )







 (24)  
Before the regression algorithms could be applied negligible amounts of random noise had to be added to the 
data, as to avoid problems related to singularity / inversion of matrices. 
It should be noted that due to the small sample size the floor number attribute could not be converted to a set of 
dummy variables for the regression models. 
3.4. Parameters of the algorithms 
The SAR algorithm that was used was the spatial error model as it is empirically proven to provide more accurate 
results than the lag model. The optimal amount of number of neighbors to be used, and the appropriate weight 
function were determined through an iterative process. The selected weight function was   21/ij ijf d d . 
For the geographically weighted regression the optimal range during each fold was determined using the built-
in bandwidth function; it resulted in better accuracy than using an adaptive bandwidth (using a fixed number of 
neighbors). The Gaussian kernel function of the relation (21) was used. 
For the neural network the total amount of nodes and hidden layers was determined through an iterative 
process. The most accurate results were obtained by having 3 hidden layers, however they were only slightly 
better than those obtained by a shallow ANN. The rectifier activation (Hahnloser et al., 2000) and the Huber loss 
(Huber, 1964) functions were used.  
The weights for the ensemble model were determined after a repetitive process, in a way that would result to 
the lowest MAPE. 
For the stacked model a new ANN was trained using the predictions of the SAR, GWR and ensemble models as 
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3.5. K-fold validation 
To provide a fair comparison and analysis of the prediction power of the different models, each property has to 
be evaluated without, at the same time, taking part in the training process. 
For this reason, a process known as k-fold validation was adopted: The dataset was split into 10 equal parts. In 
every iteration 9 of them were used as “training set” and the last one (different in each iteration) was used as 
the “test set”. After 10 repetitions, all properties were evaluated, without being in the training and the test set 
at the same time. The same process was followed for the “stacked” and ensemble models. 
 
Fig.1. Graphical representation of k-fold cross validation for k=4. Image created by Fabian Flöck 
3.6. Performance measures 
To evaluate the performance of the models a number of statistical measures were calculated. While the Root 
Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is the most commonly used measure of accuracy, when considering the accuracy of 
predictions of property values other metrics such as the Mean Absolute Error or the Mean Absolute Percentage 
Error might be more indicative of the predictive power of the model. 
The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is one of the most commonly used measures of accuracy and goodness-











   









   
The Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) measures accuracy as the average percentages of the errors 










n y n 










 .   
The Coefficient of Dispersion (COD) measures uniformity; it represents the average percentage deviation from 
the mean (IAOO, 2017)  
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   
The Price Related Differential (PRD) is a measure of the vertical equity of the predictions. It measures the 
















y y .    
4. Results  
As seen in Tables 1 and 2, GWR has been proven superior to the SAR model, when the complete spatial 
information is not available: the restricted model’s results resemble the ones of the full, meaning that there is 
no need for an extensive GIS framework to be constructed. Furthermore, it produced slightly more accurate 
results than the ANN while at the same time being an easier and faster algorithm to train and apply, with the 
added advantage that, being a regression, it can provide results that are easily interpreted. The latter is in line 
with the findings of McCluskey et. al (2013). 
However, the ensemble and stacked models produced the most accurate results, featuring a MAPE of 10.26% 
for the full model and 10.5% for the restricted one, which could be considered within the limits of price 
negotiation for the real estate market of Thessaloniki. Moreover, the percentage of properties with a prediction 
PE of less than 5% and 10% is significantly larger for the stacked models (Tables A.4 and A.5). Hence ANNs should 
not be disregarded, as they proved to be a tool that can enhance accuracy.  
Table. 1. Performance measures of the full models 
 Simple MLR SAR GWR ANN Ensemble Model Stacked Model 
MSE 120481850.7 120594233.7 124699010.8 151129112.6 117920405.2 113221879.5 
RMSE 10976.42249 10981.54059 11166.87113 12293.45812 10859.11622 10640.57703 
MAE 8448.046521 8444.317047 8572.113425 8919.960965 8231.323619 7867.999675 
MAPE 0.111160036 0.111001898 0.112060273 0.114878467 0.106823184 0.102652894 
COD 11.09443576 11.07897233 11.18063797 11.45889236 10.65796626 10.24513387 
PRD 1.015911982 1.016207251 1.016170643 1.017868689 1.017028244 1.016095046 
 
Table. 2.  Performance measures of the restricted models 
 Simple MLR SAR GWR ANN Ensemble Model Stacked Model 
MSE 210528169.1 191199179.3 124798346.8 171055780.4 133274508.1 129878736.2 
RMSE 14509.58887 13827.47914 11171.31804 13078.82947 11544.4579 11396.43524 
MAE 10676.44465 10095.35392 8522.226789 9336.205236 8224.173587 8200.658281 
MAPE 0.136816717 0.132324664 0.113190338 0.119546928 0.108269837 0.105482458 
COD 13.6157671 13.1688311 11.28658013 11.92015128 11.00017492 10.51648187 
PRD 1.027458563 1.026734895 1.019117916 1.018677527 1.020984 1.016944397 
Even for the stacked model though, only 72-74.5% of the predicted values feature a PE of under 15%.  
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This could partly be attributed to the challenges faced: First of all, the Greek real estate market is a shallow one. 
This led to highly volatile prices (Table A.1) due to changes in the economy. These changes in prices coupled with 
the small sample size possibly lead to less accurate estimates. Also, there have been inconsistencies in the way 
different agents kept their records; due to these inconsistencies important attributes which might have an effect 
on the sale price, could not be derived for all properties, (for example the energy rating of the flat) Moreover, 
exact dates of sales were not given to us and as house sales follow seasonal patterns which are proven to have 
an impact on price, a de-trending process could lead to better predictions. Finally, there were concerns regarding 
the correct statement of the size of the flat for properties located in the western part of the city. 
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Table A.1: House price index for Thessaloniki, source: National Bank of Greece 
 Thessaloniki 
(2007=100) 
Year Annual Average (%) Change 
2002 53.2 12.0 
2003 56.7 6.7 
2004 60.7 7.1 
2005 76.8 26.5 
2006 93.4 21.6 
2007 100.0 7.0 
2008 101.5 1.5 
2009 95.4 -6.0 
 
Table A.2. Structural variables 
Variable Description 
TASP Time adjusted sale price of the property 
AgeR The age of the flat, at the day the sale took place 
ConditionR Nominal variable; representative of the condition of the flat 
FloorR Categorical variable; the number of the floor the flat is located on 
LuxuryR Dummy variable, whether the flat is located inside a luxury complex or building 
No elevatorR Dummy variable, whether the flat is located in a building with no elevator 
ParkingR Dummy variable, declares whether the flat features a parking space 
SizeR The size of the property in square meters 
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Table A.3. Spatial variables 
Variable Description 
Dst_MRoad Shortest distance to a city's main road 
Dst_SRoad Shortest distance to a city's secondary road 
Dst_RRoad Shortest distance to the ring road 
Dst_Coastal Shortest distance to the coastal line 
Dst_Hospital Distance to the closest hospital 
Dst_Uni Distance to the university campus 
Dst_ExPost Distance to the closest ex-military post 
Dst_Cemetery Distance to the closest cemetery 
Dst_Industrial Distance to the Industrial zone 
Dst_Sports Distance to the closest sports arena 
Dst_Square Distance to the closest public square 
Dst_Park Distance to the closest park 
Dst_Center Distance to the city center 
CenterR The property is located in the city center 
SeafrontR The property is next to the sea 
On_MRoadR The property is located on a main road 
On_SRoadR The property is located on a secondary road 
On_RRoadR The property is located next to the ring road 
NearStadiumR The property is located next to a sports arena 
NearParkR The property is located next to a big park 
NearSquareR The property is located next to a public square 
NearCemeteryR The property is located next to a cemetery 
 
Table A.4. Cumulative percentages of the Percentage Error of the full models 
 Simple MLR SAR GWR ANN Ensemble Model Stacked Model 
5% 28.4 28.36218 26.498 26.63116 28.49533955 34.08788282 
10% 54.2 55.1265 53.9281 51.7976 55.25965379 59.92010652 
15% 73.3 73.502 73.90146 71.3715 75.23302264 76.96404794 
20% 83.8 83.75499 84.15446 84.0213 86.81757656 86.68442077 
25% 92.6 92.54328 92.41012 91.61119 93.0758988 92.14380826 
30% 96.53 96.53795 96.67111 95.87217 97.60319574 96.67110519 
35% 98.26 98.00266 98.26897 97.86951 99.06790945 98.2689747 
40% 99.3 99.33422 99.20107 99.06791 99.60053262 99.06790945 
45% 99.8 99.86684 99.73369 99.60053 99.73368842 99.46737683 
50% 100 100 99.86684 99.86684 100 99.73368842 
55% 100 100 99.86684 100 100 99.86684421 
60% 100 100 99.86684 100 100 99.86684421 
65% 100 100 100 100 100 99.86684421 
70% 100 100 100 100 100 99.86684421 
75% 100 100 100 100 100 100 
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Table A.5. Cumulative percentages of the Percentage Error of the restricted models 
 Simple MLR SAR GWR ANN Ensemble Model Stacked Model 
5% 27.43009321 25.96537949 29.16111851 27.43009321 29.69374168 30.22636485 
10% 49.00133156 47.27030626 53.3954727 49.00133156 55.65912117 58.72170439 
15% 65.91211718 62.98268975 73.10252996 65.91211718 74.03462051 76.56458056 
20% 77.89613848 74.96671105 84.82023968 77.89613848 88.0159787 86.2849534 
25% 86.2849534 84.82023968 92.41011984 86.2849534 92.27696405 92.54327563 
30% 90.94540613 91.3448735 96.5379494 90.94540613 96.80426099 96.27163782 
35% 94.94007989 95.20639148 97.60319574 94.94007989 98.53528628 98.00266312 
40% 96.67110519 97.60319574 98.53528628 96.67110519 99.20106525 98.93475366 
45% 98.00266312 98.2689747 99.33422104 98.00266312 99.33422104 99.60053262 
50% 98.53528628 98.93475366 99.33422104 98.53528628 99.46737683 99.73368842 
55% 98.93475366 99.20106525 99.46737683 98.93475366 99.60053262 99.73368842 
60% 99.46737683 99.60053262 99.73368842 99.46737683 99.73368842 99.73368842 
65% 99.46737683 99.73368842 99.86684421 99.46737683 99.73368842 100 
70% 99.73368842 99.86684421 99.86684421 99.73368842 99.86684421 100 
75% 99.86684421 99.86684421 99.86684421 99.86684421 99.86684421 100 
80% 99.86684421 99.86684421 99.86684421 99.86684421 99.86684421 100 
85% 99.86684421 99.86684421 99.86684421 99.86684421 99.86684421 100 
90% 99.86684421 100 99.86684421 99.86684421 99.86684421 100 
95% 99.86684421 100 99.86684421 99.86684421 99.86684421 100 
100% 99.86684421 100 99.86684421 99.86684421 99.86684421 100 
105% 99.86684421 100 99.86684421 99.86684421 99.86684421 100 
110% 100 100 99.86684421 100 99.86684421 100 
115% 100 100 100 100 100 100 
 
 
 
 
